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software Category:Social networking servicesQ: Haskell, treeList function not tail recursive I've been working on this small
code in Haskell using the library "hector", which is a graph traversal library that has a function called treeList. I'm trying to

write a tail recursive version, but I cannot get it to work and could not find an answer to this specific problem online. Here is
what I've written: foldr [x]. treeList $ [] foldr [x]. treeList $ [1,2,3] So what I'm trying to do in the second line is to repeat

the function on the left if the stack is empty (the right is just for demonstration). I get an error in GHC saying that both lines
are not tail recursive. In the following picture I show the treeList function from the library hector, as well as the stack

function given in the above picture. I've tried to implement it with recursion and iteration but none of them worked. The
only answer I found was this one, and maybe someone here can tell me how to implement the procedure this function is

supposed to do. EDIT: My Haskell knowledge is not that great, and I came here from the Javascript world, so I have quite a
few questions. Is treeList in hector actually tail recursive, and if not, what would be the easiest way to achieve that? If there
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tail recursive" in Haskell? For example, this function is tail recursive in the second line, but non-tail recursive in the first
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recursion. Could someone explain how to use them? A: This thread from SO discusses the difference between tail-recursion
and tail-call optimization; it includes an illustration. What you are observing is that the function is tail-recursive, but the
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